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Introduction:
The purpose of this kit is to replace the lamp bulb in the PAF door with an LED lighted display.

Kit contents:
1 35807.0000 3 LED Board
2 35808.0000 6 Retainer
3 35809.0000 2 Lead, LED Board
4 35848.0000 2 Wiring Harness
5 03851.0000 2 Wire Nut
6 35863.0000 1 Instruction Sheet

Procedure:
Refer to illustrations on back side.
1. Disconnect the door lamp cord assembly from the cord connector in the top of the dispenser.
2. Remove the display graphic from the dispenser door.
3. Remove the #2-56 screw and elastic locknut securing the lamp holder/socket assembly to the mounting

bracket.
4. Cut the two wires at the holder/socket assembly and strip insulation approximately .25" from the end.
5. Splice one lead (3) to each wire end and secure with wire nut (5).
6. Snap two retainers (2) on to each LED board (1) approximately .75" from each end of the board.
7. Peal the backing from the adhesive on the retainers, one LED board at a time. Align the first LED to the center

of the display opening and press to secure it to the door plate. Align the second LED directly to the left of the
first one just outside the old lamp bracket and apply to the door plate. Align the third LED the same distance
to the right of center and apply to the door plate.

8. Connect the spade terminals of the Leads (3) to the A & B connections at the bottom of the left side LED (1).
9. Connect one wire harness (4) to the three A connections at the top of the LED boards. Connect the other

harness (4) to the B connections at the top of the LED boards. When connections are completed, tuck the
wires around the corners of the LED boards so that they don’t cast a shadow on the display.

10. Reinstall the graphics display and connect the door lamp cord to the cord connector at the top of the dis-
penser.
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35863 060603

PAF Door Lamp Replacement
Note: Door and rear cover shown removed for illustration purposes only!
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